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DIRECTOR CORNER

AUGUST 2020,
Greetings
Here is the news from the last Zoom phone call for the chapter directors:
Over Labor Day weekend, ITCP instructor will be in Boise to conduct training for anybody that
would like to become an instructor for our chapter. Please get a hold of me for the details.
The Idaho Falls Chapter is planning on holding training for bike riding in the next few
months. There is a new instructor in Utah that will be coming up to teach the class.
Chapter H’s River Ride has been canceled for this year. Chapter H has shut down until October
because of the viruses.
Friday, August 28th at 7:00 Mountain Time, our district director would like to hold a
Zoom Meeting for all chapter members. Ice Cream Social. Zoom is an app. that you need to
download on your computer or smart phone. The meeting ID will be 715 707 6525 and the pass
code will be Idaho Please make plans to join and meet others from across the state who enjoy
riding motorcycles! If you have never worked with ZOOM, please get a hold of me or Larry
and we can assist you in getting hooked up. Basically, you need a web connection and a
camera attached to the computer.
Little things matter:
We all have ‘T-Clocked’ our bikes or should do so every so often. I know we have been
taught to do it every time we ride and for the most part, we may look the bike over once a
month using the T-Clock list (it is in our newsletter). We always look at the big things but
don’t check the little things.
In the last few weeks, I was assisting another chapter member installing some things on
his bike. I had my bike backed up against the garage so I opened the trunk to look at the
wiring on my bike so we could figure out how to run the wiring on his bike. I started looking
close at the wiring on my bike and found one wire was broke in half and the second wire was
holding together by the shielding. We opened the protective cover for those 2 wires to get
them splice back together. I started looking at another wire bundle that was right there by the
speaker bundle. The protective cover was broke open and sure enough there was 2 wires
broken in that bundle that I could see. We wound up cutting the proactive cover back only to
find 9 total wires broke in that bundle. How long had that bundle had been that way, I don’t
know. At least it appears to be what opened the bags and trunk so it wasn’t a major issue or
ran a major component on the bike like brake lights. We spliced the wires back together and
now the trunk lock system works.
I have opened the trunk I don’t know how many times, but had I looked at those wires?
No. How many little things like a wire bundle have I not looked at when inspecting my bikes?

I know we cannot tear the bikes down to “parade rest” but we can take a lot closer look at the
components, the wire bundles, and the other parts of the bike. One over looked part could
leave us sitting on the side of the road.
Take an extra few minute to look your bike over for damaged parts, missing screws
bolts/nuts. Wire bundles for protective covers that are damaged. Of course, we need to check
the big things like what shape is our tires are in. Are they aired properly?
Yes, we need to
use the “T-Clock” and check our bikes over but take an extra couple of minutes to check over
things that are not on the list. Little things do matter.
At our upcoming meeting we hope to have our hats to pass out for all that order them.
The company was behind on the orders.
I hope we will be able to discuss what the chapter wants to do for meetings over the next
few months. As of this writing, we really don’t have a place to hold meetings inside. Matt’s
had opened up but I understand they have had to close back down. Do we want to hold a cook
out in September? What are you thinking? Again, this is your chapter, I am just the man in
front.

Dress for the slide not the ride
Bob C
PS
Oh, Yes, Mark got his safety article in to Larry before I finished mine. That was a first and we
won’t let him forget it.

~ Bob

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR CORNER

1974

The year 1974 ushered in many significant events. I was only 7 years old, but do recall some of the more
notable events. Here’s the short list that may inspire some nostalgia, especially for those that were older at that
time and not only remember the event, but the impact on humanity.
President Nixon signed the National Maximum Speed Law lowering the speed limit to 55mph.
The OPEC embargo was in full force.
Watergate (nuf said).
The BTK killer was starting his career.
The F-16 Falcon makes its first flights.
India successfully detonates its first nuclear weapon.
Ali/Foreman “Rumble in the Jungle”.
This list can run on for quite some time, but has so many significant negative events, I feel it best to stop there
and add a positive that is not in any list I have looked at. The release of the Honda Goldwing.
October 1974, Cologne, Germany, provided the first glimpse of a Japanese bike, that would become an
American icon. Kinda odd when you think about it. The stubby, chunky bike with a flat 4 999cc motor has evolved
into a sleek, arguably aerodynamic, luxury touring machine with 1832 cc’s of torque and horsepower. Usually
there is a tradeoff on these items. With this bike, Honda eventually set the standard for luxury touring factory
equipment, and also is the testing platform for touring tires. Mostly because if a bike is going to eat tires…it will
be the coveted Hondapotamus. With a bike this unique, it only stands to reason that it would develop a following;
The GWRRA, which gets me where I wanted to gets with this article.
GWRRA was formed in 1977 by 7 people. So, you can see the impact 7 people had. I mention this as
somewhat of a follow-on of my last article, and in response to declining memberships across many groups. HD
and Victory clubs are experiencing declines as well. But how big is big, and how small is small? Our chapter is not a
huge one, but lives on with smaller numbers that history indicates, yet larger than some chapters today. A 50member chapter somewhere may be a 5-member chapter now, but, it’s still a 5-member chapter. Of course, it is
fun and exciting to bring new members in to share our interests, and a large group of Wings quietly rolling down
the road is an impressive sight, but those days are slipping away due to cultural change, but it doesn’t have to die.
Only 7 people started it all.
Ride safe, Ride long.

~ Gary

BUSINESS

The August 8th gathering was held at Hereth Park. 15 Members and 1 guest was present.
Bob Cooper acknowledged birthdays, anniversaries, new business, and ongoing business.





We passed out the Hats that the members had ordered.
We talked about the up and coming Zoom meeting for the district
A number of rides were discussed including one on the 29th leaving from the KFC in
Moscow at 9:15.
Next Chapter meeting will be the 12th of September at the park. We will plan on a
BBQ.

Bob

February
50/50 Winner
Congratulations!
Larry Fowler
(and thank you for your generous
contribution to our treasury)

RIDERS EDUCATION

~Mark

MOVIN ON DOWN THE ROAD
The summer continues to move forward and so do we. If anyone has a ride they
would like to do and wants to share, let us know and we will help coordinate it. If
you would like to lead the ride or any ride let me know and we will make it
happen. No one person need lead every ride and get to have all of the fun with
making a wrong turn or getting us lost, it’s about the ride and having fun. Of
course if there is a good place to eat something so much the better! As long as we
ride do it safely, and have some fun, not much should really matter in the end.
Make sure you bike, trike, or whatever you are riding is in good shape and use the
T Clock check lists you will find in the news letter to help ensure all is in order.
Keep the rubber on the road and let’s have some fun rides together!!

ROAD TRIP MISTAKES - 5 ERRORS YOU MIGHT MAKE ON YOUR
NEXT TRIP
by by WingStuff • July 17, 2020
Posted In: Tips

Riding long distances with nothing but an endless stretch of road ahead - your cares,
cars and concerns left behind - is oftentimes revered in the Gold Wing community.

Iron Butt riders are given high praise and esteem. Many of us long for the days when
we will have enough free time to trek across the country or finally check elusive
destinations like Hawaii or Alaska off our lists.
Maybe we don't have a month to spare on a long trip but certainly a week or even
an extended weekend to ride a few hundred miles and back. Yes, that's doable,
right? We start to prepare, plan and research our upcoming trip. We want to be sure
we get all our ducks lined up in a row. There are some of us, of course, who are more
spontaneous and don't like to over-plan or overthink it. Whether you prefer
planning, "winging it", or somewhere in between, there's a good chance you might
make one (or more) of the following mistakes on your next tour.

1. Too. Much. Stuff.
Pro Tip: Use a scale to weigh items. This forces you to ask yourself, "Is it that important to lug this thing
cross-country?"

There are many of us (you know who you are) who er on the side of packing too
much gear. It's typically the rider who wants to be ready for any situation. They
bring a change of clothes for every day they're gone, plus some extra for just in case.
They throw in several jackets, pants and a handful of ear plugs.
While it's great to have everything you might possibly need on your trip, the fact of
the matter is that it's really difficult, sometimes impossible, to fit it all on a Gold
Wing (Unless, of course, you are towing a trailer). Plus, storing an excessive amount
of gear can negatively affect handling.
For longer rides, we suggest that you pack enough clothes for half the length of your
trip and wash them in the middle of it (or wear clothes twice if you don't sweat in
them too much). Obviously, if it's only for a few days you should be fine. Bring one
jacket with a liner that can handle warmer or cooler weather and a set of Frogg
Toggs to wear over it if you think it might rain where you will be riding (or a spare
trash bag might do in a pinch). Frogg Toggs are lightweight and take up less room
compared to a waterproof riding jacket. Lastly, bring travel size versions of items
like shampoo, toothpaste or a compact towel. For the low maintenance riders a bar
of soap just might do the trick.
Also consider compartmentalizing items using WingStuff Saddlebag and Trunk
Liners or plastic bags. Are you a collector? Leave some extra space for the "stuff" you
might purchase along the way.

2. Not Having A General Trip Plan
Pro Tip: Add a couple "buffer days" to your trip to account for unforeseen stops. If that's not possible,
consider reducing your trip mileage

There are riders out there, especially experienced ones, who fall victim to
overconfidence in their ability to "just Wing it." As many of us well know, things
happen out there on the road and it's good to be at least somewhat prepared. There
are a handful who are true "Free Spirits" who enjoy getting lost or caught in a
rainstorm, but the majority of us want a smooth, stress-free experience.
Our general rule is the longer the trip the more planning it requires.
Going for a day ride close to home? You don't need to pack clothes or map out a
route. All you really need is your riding gear, wallet, phone and some sun screen. Did
I forget anything? Taking a weekend trip? Time to start packing some clothes but
not as much as, say, a month long ride. See, the longer the trip the more preparation
needed.
At a minimum we think it's a good idea to have a notion of how long the trip will
take and where you will be riding during certain times.
I went camping in the Yosemite Valley this past May. As part of my planning I
checked the weather forecast and saw that they were predicting snow one of the
days. Snow in May?! If I failed to check the weather before leaving I might have
packed for warmer temperatures and found myself in a stressful (and freezing)
situation.
There was another time (in my younger days) that I rode down through Mexico's
Baja peninsula to stay at a "beachfront lot" that belonged to a friend of a friend.
Turns out, not only was it not beach front, but it was full of prickly plants, rocks and
trash (and most likely some varmints and vermin too). I probably should have made
sure it was an ideal camping spot before investing my time, energy and money for
the trip. Instead I relied on others to plan the trip and had an "it'll work out"
attitude, keeping my own planning to a minimum.
One final aspect to poor or no planning is the time to distance ratio. Say you're on a
two month long trip from your hometown of Springfield to Nashville, Tennessee and
back. In the first month you absolutely loved every small town you came across and
stopped to explore them. As a result, you are halfway through your trip time-wise
but only a quarter of the way regarding distance.

You see the problem? The back half of your trip will leave you with little time to
explore because you're going to be spending long days riding just so you can get
back home in time. Obviously, if you don't have time constraints (i.e. you're retired)
then this might not affect you. Either way, be sure to consider the pacing of your trip
so you have ample time to relax and reflect after riding a stretch.

3. Not Being Flexible (Refusing to Deviate From Your Plan)
On the opposite side of the spectrum is over-planning your trip and following it
down to the letter. Listen, it's good to have an idea of where you will be going and
how long that will take, but some of the best memories are made when we lean in to
an unexpected turn of events.
The trip to Mexico I mentioned earlier? Once we found out our camping spot was a
death-trap, we could have turned around and headed home. After all, we were in a
foreign country and this was before Google Maps and Yelp. However, we decided to
reexamine our options over some ceviche and chips and salsa. While there, we heard
from the locals about a lovely beach where we could camp and that's exactly what
we did! Best of all, we met several other friendly travelers who let us ride their ATVs,
borrow their kayaks and ride in their ultra light. IF we had rigidly stuck to our (illformed) plan we would have missed out on all that great fun.
Point being, sometimes we have to open ourselves up to the possibility of an
impromptu, spur of the moment change of plans. Because oftentimes they end up
being our most cherished adventures.

4. Traveling with Another Rider or Group Having Never Done It
Before
Pro Tip: Before committing to a group trip, meet as a group and clearly communicate your expectations,
riding styles, preferences etc. Don't be afraid of politely declining if you think it won't be a pleasant
experience

It's one thing to travel with someone new for a day or even a weekend. If they have
riding quirks or habits that don't align with yours you can probably tolerate it for

that amount if time. It's an entirely different situation, however, when riding long
distance. There's an initial period at the beginning of the trip when everyone tends
to be polite and on their best behavior. A week or so into the trip and the niceties
usually go out the window and we simply are who we are.
Maybe they talk too much, not enough or perhaps they're too loud for your liking.
Maybe he's on his phone all the time or he keeps interrupting you while you're on
the phone. He forgets to cancel his turn signals. He blasts his music for the world to
hear. He rides too slow or too fast. He rides too aggressive or too conservative. He
refuses to lane split in traffic. He keeps lane splitting, leaving you way behind. There
are a million different ways another rider might wear on your nerves over time
because we all have unique personalities and riding styles.
That's why it's so important to spend some time taking several short-distance trips
alone as well as with others to get a feel for your difference in riding preferences.
Before heading out on your road trip, we also recommend you sit down with your
prospective fellow riders and talk all this out. What time do they like to get up and
hit the road? Are they more the scenic route type or "A to B" type rider? Are they
more conservative or aggressive? Do they like to stop a lot along the way?
In other words, do you have similar goals, attitudes and riding skill levels? Are you
like minded when it comes to motorcycle rides? If so, chances are you will get along
fine on a longer trip. Remember, you are taking time off work, possibly time away
from family and likely spending a good amount of money on a long-distance ride.
You're investing a lot. So you might as well make sure it's the best experience it can
possibly be. Clearly communicate your rules for the road and make sure you come to
some form of agreement with the other riders.

5. Too Much Focus On the Destination
Pro Tip: Instead of planning around destinations, focus more on route

Are you ready for one of the most over-used cliches in the motorcycle world? You
know the one...It's not about the destination, it's about the journey. It's said so much
that for many of us it has lost its meaning. So try and trick your brain into hearing it
for the first time: It's not about the destination, it's about the journey. We know that
this is true, but being human, we tend to forget it.
We get so excited to plan our trip and the places we want to explore, we have a
habit of forgetting that the whole point is to get on our Wing and ride; to be out
there on the open road. To shift this way of thinking, instead of focusing on

destination, we recommend that you focus on route. What's the most scenic way to
get there? Chances are, you will have a better overall experience this way.
If you are too focused on getting to a specific place by a certain time and feel rushed
or anxious, you lose focus and run the risk of making a costly mistake while riding.
Having goals for your trip is smart planning, but don't sacrifice the adventure for
them. Above all else, make sure that you stay in the moment and enjoy the ride!

Many of you may have noticed that when bikers encounter one another on the road, we wave with a
two finger down.
What this means is, “keep two wheels on the ground"...in other words, Ride Safe.
Keep in mind; we rarely EVER know each other. Nonetheless, we wish each other safe travels. It matters
not if they are on a Harley, Honda, Yamaha, etc.
It matters not if they are on a cruiser, a chopper, or a crotch rocket.
It matters not if they are male or female; Black White Asian or anything else.
What matters, is that they are a part of a community.....a group of people with a shared enthusiasm and
passion.
Bikers are a small group of any population, yet the similarities to a much larger group still exist.
We are ALL just trying to make it through life.
The judgments, bias, racism, and hatred that exist in the world, DO NOT exist on the road between
bikers. We just want fellow riders to make it home safe.
We should ALL wish the same for each other. That we make it through life with no roadblocks, wrecks,
or fatalities and have a "Good Ride"
That's what I learned from the biking community......how about you??

July On-line University Training
An Alternative to Classroom Training. While we respond to the COVID-19 Pandemic by reducing our contact with
others, the GWRRA University is offering an alternative training opportunity. On-line training by the Director of
the University and the University On-Line University Instructors.
The classes offered are listed below and you can find the times and the registration form on the University
website: gwrradot.com.
July 7 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module 301-02 More Members ~ Recruitment basics. The importance of
creating & implementing a recruitment plan.
July 8 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module 106-02 How Aging Affects Riders ~ Mature riders. The affects of aging
on riders.
July 14 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00 pm Co-Rider Seminar 101-02 ~ Information and tips for the co-rider. This seminar is part
of the Levels program. This class will be entered into the Rider Ed database when completed.
July 15 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module 102-02 Riding in the Heat ~ All about riding in the heat; what to
carry, how to dress and how to respond to heat related emergencies.
July 21 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module Planning a Chapter Event 204-02 ~ A better understanding of the
steps involved in putting together a successful event.
July 22 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm Team Riding Seminar 103-04 ~ To educate & inform Members about the benefits of
team riding.
July 27 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module 202-04 ~ How to retain Members. To understand that retention is
strategy rather than outcome.
July 28 ~ 3:00pm & 6:00pm GWRRA Module 202-04 Retention is Important ~ How to retain Members. To
understand that retention is strategy rather than an outcome.
Here are the specifics:
-line on the University website: gwrradot.com by clicking on the scrolling notice and filling out
the form.
d, you will receive an email confirming your registration.

You must participate by computer or phone with a camera and microphone. No dial in calls
All Members are encouraged and welcome to attend. The University TEAM is ready and waiting for you to sign-up.
Let’s have some fun!!!
Updated class lists for training on-line classes and times will be posted on our website, University facebook page
and the University Group Works site.
Any questions, please contact Clara Boldt, Director of the University at: toledotriker@gmail.com. Or 319-240-4269

EVENTS OF INTEREST – REASONS TO RIDE
This is not an all-inclusive list. Dates and details of events may change. Review information before attending an
event.

ID-B Calendar
Other Reasons to Ride Calendar
Oregon District Event Calendar
GWRRA Event Calendar
Check your Wing World, Idaho District and Region I web sites and newsletters for other
GWRRA sponsored events.

NEXT GATHERING –
9/12/2020
TBA
ID-B gathering
Saturday, September 12th, 2020, Time 6:00 – 8:00pm

Hereth Park
1534 Powers Ave, Lewiston, ID 83501, USA

BYOM (Bring Your Own Meal)
Don’t forget a chair just in case we cannot sit under
covered area.

FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY, AND KNOWLEDGE

